BAGDOGRA-GANGTOK-LACHUNG-YUMTHANG-GANGTOK-BAGDOGRA
7 NIGHTS/8 DAYS
Day 1: Leave Chennai and arrive Bagdogra and proceed to Pelling
enroute visit Namchi-Char Dham Temple AND OVERNIGHT STAY
Day 2: View Kanchendjunga Mountain during sunrise visit Waterfalls
AND LAKE and leave for Gangtok and night stay in Gangtok
Day 3 : Day trip to Tsomgo- Drive to Tsomgolake,has a different charm as
the lake is situated at 12,400 feet whereas Gangtok is at 5,500 feet. Change
of vegetation altitudinal varieties is a must to observe. Lake is regarded as
sacred as the meaning itself speaks of the head of the lake. Through a
winding road with rhodendron bushes and shrubs and especially during the
winter season-carpeted by snow. Further drive to Babamandire, 13000 feet,
if permit is available then also visit Nathula-14600 feet. If a permit is
available, extra Rs.200/- per person will be charged as government fee.
Nathula is closed on Monday and Tuesday. Breakfast included. Nathula
and Babamandir are open for only Indian nationals.
Day 4: Gangtok drive to Lachen, 128kms, 6 hours drive , Lachen: 8838 feet.
Lachen a tribal village in one of the remotest places of Sikkim. Snow clad
peaks overlook the village. Lachen experiences heavy snowfall during
winter. Enroute visit Singhik View point. Breakfast, & Dinner included.
Day 5: Lachen drive to Gurudogmar Lake, 17300 feet, 61 kms one way. In
between halt at Thangu for tea, 3km off the road visit Chopta Valley which
provides a good view of serpentine river at the backdrop of snow clad
mountain peaks, later return to Lachen, lunch further drive to Lachung for
2 hours, 54 kms. Relax. Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
included. Gurudogmar is open only for Indian Nationals.
Day 6: Early morning drive to Yumthang (11880 feet), valley covered with
snow clad mountain with large number of species of Rhododendrons and
varieties of Primula Flowers. They bloom during spring and the summer.
Further drive to Yumesamdong(15000 feet) or locally known as zero point for
26 kms. Drive through a hilly-winding road and arrive at Yumesamdong
where there is a hot spring and the mountains are crystal clear. Most of the
time Yumesamdong has snow in abundance. Later return to
Lachung. Breakfast, Lunch and dinner included.
Day 7:Lachung drive back to Gangtok. 5 hours. Visit Ganesh tok, enchey
Monastery, Flower Show, Cottage Industry, Rope Way, Chorten,
Tibetology. Breakfast included. Night stay.
Day 8 : Leave Gangtok and arrive at Bagdogra to board a flight to Chennai.

